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Based on the popular Artech House classic, Digital Communication Systems Engineering with Software-Defined Radio, this book
provides a practical approach to quickly learning the software-defined radio (SDR) concepts needed for work in the field. This upto-date volume guides readers on how to quickly prototype wireless designs using SDR for real-world testing and experimentation.
This book explores advanced wireless communication techniques such as OFDM, LTE, WLA, and hardware targeting. Readers
will gain an understanding of the core concepts behind wireless hardware, such as the radio frequency front-end, analog-to-digital
and digital-to-analog converters, as well as various processing technologies. Moreover, this volume includes chapters on timing
estimation, matched filtering, frame synchronization message decoding, and source coding. The orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing is explained and details about HDL code generation and deployment are provided. The book concludes with coverage
of the WLAN toolbox with OFDM beacon reception and the LTE toolbox with downlink reception. Multiple case studies are
provided throughout the book. Both MATLAB and Simulink source code are included to assist readers with their projects in the
field.
"The Guide to GPS Positioning is a self-contained introduction to the Global Positioning System, designed to be used in any of the
following three ways: as a self-study guide, as lecture notes for formal post-secondary education courses, or as hand-out material
to support short-course and seminar presentations on GPS." -- Introduction.
Apple Watch Series 5 User Manual A novice to expert Guide, how to Master New Apple watch Series 5 with Tips and Tricks Do
you have an Apple Watch? They're great popular devices, and an option to just having your phone on your wrist all the time. For
those of us that are into Apple products, an Apple Watch might seem like the perfect thing for those who are looking to create a
more personalized, and a better manner to take calls and other information. Well, it is because we aware you have spent a lot of
money to purchase the Apple Watch, why should not you optimize it. .Everything changed with the Series 5. It easily stole the
show from the iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro and iPhone Max during Apple's 2019 event. After spending some time with the Series 5,
things have started to become clear. The Apple Watch has graduated from the iPhone's sidekick to a hero all of its own The truth
is, there is a lot of secret that can optimize your Apple smart Watch Experience. And how to do it, it quite easy and simple. But,
how do you use it? What's the best way to get the most out of this? How do you use this watch? Well, you're about to find out.
Everything that you need to know about the Apple smart Watch is included in this; along with simplified tips and tricks to better
help you understand how to use this. By the end of this, you'll know exactly how to use the Apple Watch. Here is a preview of what
you'll learn: 10 September, 2019 Apple event Inside Apple watch series 5 The ultimate Workout Companion never rests. Apple
watch buying guide and tips Apple Watch Series 5 expert review Apple Watch 5 release date and price How to read and reply to
messages Digital Touch of your Apple Watch Apple Watch Calendars and Reminders Your health and fitness Apple Watch Pay
and Passbook Apple Watch GPS Maps and Directions Using an Apple smart Watch as Remote Control Things you need to know
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about Apple Watch. Best Apple watches Applications Apple watches, best games. The Coolest Things that Apple Watch Can Do
Apple Watch troubleshooting Apple watches more questions and answers Maintenance of Apple Watch Wonderful tips and tricks,
along with simplified information and new things that you can do with the Apple watch to get the most out of this. And much more..!
With the Apple Watch series 5, it might seem like a newer system that you don't understand how to use. That's fine, it's totally
okay. But, with this book, you'll be able to learn everything that you need to know about the Apple Watch, and how to better master
it. You'll be able to use this watch in a successful way and know how to not just do all of the basic functions, but also how to
master other cool tips and tricks as well. With new generations of this coming out, it's worth learning more about, so that you can
use this successfully. Get your copy of "Apple Watch series 5" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now With 1-Click" button.
Learn How to Use the New Samsung Galaxy S21 Series with This Complete Owner's Manual Although it may share a few similar
astonishing features with the Galaxy S20, the Samsung Galaxy S21 has got some additional features that will easily rival the
iPhone 12 Pro Max. The new Galaxy series comes in 3 different models: The Galaxy S21, Galaxy S21 Plus, and Galaxy S21 Ultra.
With the base device going for just $800 and the Ultra for $1,200, the Galaxy S21 series is loaded with some really astonishing
features: - A dynamic AMOLED screen-12/16GB RAM-Dual Telephoto cameras (capable of 3x and 10x optical zoom, plus a space
zoom feature with 100x zoom)-Expandable storage of 128GB, 256GB, 512GB -A high-performance Snapdragon 888 chip-5,000
mAh battery-5G connectivity -120Hz refreshes rate-And a lot more This user guide is design to help you get started with your
device. Device set-up, troubleshooting and everything in-between will be explored within the chapters of this guidebook. Such
things as how to set up your device, how to register and personalize settings, how to manage apps and content, connecting to WIFI and even how to troubleshoot common problems. This book allow you unlock the full potential of the Samsung Galaxy S21,
offering step by step instructions on how to transfer file Instantly with Quick share, how to set up Samsung backup, how to link
your Samsung Galaxy S21 to your computer, and how to perform so many other hidden functions with your device Moving further,
you will also get to learn how to view and edit images, how to navigate the camera screen, how to play and edit Video, how to
share videos and images, how to delete images and videos, how to configure shooting modes, record videos, etc. Inside you will
find information on: -How to connect to a WI-FI network -How to connect to a nearby device scanning -How to connect to a mobile
network-How to connect with Mobile Hotspot-How to connect to Ethernet -How to connect to a printer -Face recognition -Lock
screen and security -Fingerprint scanner -How to add an account -Samsung Cloud -How to remove an account -Account settings
-Google account -Samsung account-How to make payment on Samsung Pay -How to enable Finger print Authentication on
Samsung pay -How to charge S pen-How to take photos with S Pen -How to fix a green tint-Live Focus -Live Focus Video-Galaxy
store-Samsung Global Goals -Galaxy Wearable -Clock -Phone -Calendar-Messages -Contacts-Always-on display constantly
waking device -Fingerprint scanner not recognizing fingerprints -Camera not auto facing properly -Accidentally launching edge
panels and apps-Battery life depleting faster than expected -Unable to acquire GPS lock in maps and other applications -Bluetooth
devices not connecting properly -Samsung Galaxy S21 not responding to troubleshooting -And a lot moreScroll up and click the
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buy button to get your copy now!
Samsung Galaxy S20 5G smartphone was launched on 11th February 2020. The phone comes with a 6.20-inch touchscreen
display with a resolution of 1440x3200 pixels and an aspect ratio of 20:9. Samsung Galaxy S20 5G is powered by a 2GHz octacore Samsung Exynos 990 processor that features 2 cores clocked at 2.73GHz, 2 cores clocked at 2.5GHz and 4 cores clocked at
2GHz. It comes with 12GB of RAM. The Samsung Galaxy S20 5G runs Android 10 and is powered by a 4000mAh non-removable
battery. The Samsung Galaxy S20 5G supports wireless charging, as well as proprietary fast charging.As far as the cameras are
concerned, the Samsung Galaxy S20 5G on the rear packs a 12-megapixel primary camera with an f/1.8 aperture; a second
64-megapixel camera with an f/2.0 aperture and a third 12-megapixel camera with an f/2.2 aperture. The rear camera setup has
autofocus. It sports a 10-megapixel camera on the front for selfies, with an f/2.2 aperture. The front camera also features
autofocus.The Samsung Galaxy S20 5G runs One UI 2.0 based on Android 10 and packs 128GB of inbuilt storage that can be
expanded via microSD card (up to 1000GB). The Samsung Galaxy S20 5G is a dual-SIM (GSM) smartphone that accepts NanoSIM and Nano-SIM cards. The Samsung Galaxy S20 5G measures 151.70 x 69.10 x 7.90mm (height x width x thickness) and
weighs 163.00 grams. It was launched in Cloud Blue, Cloud Pink, and Cosmic Grey colours. It features an IP68 rating for dust and
water protection. It bears a glass body.Connectivity options on the Samsung Galaxy S20 5G include Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac/Yes,
GPS, Bluetooth v5.00, NFC, USB Type-C, Wi-Fi Direct, 3G, and 4G. Sensors on the phone include accelerometer, ambient light
sensor, barometer, compass/ magnetometer, gyroscope, proximity sensor, and in-display fingerprint sensor. The Samsung Galaxy
S20 5G supports face unlock.

No one wants to think about getting older. It's true. At any age, when things are moving along normally day to day and
everyone seems fit and well, there seems no reason to think about future problems that your friends and relatives might
(and probably will) come across as they age. In fact, it might even seem a little morbid to think such thoughts, or possibly
even tempting fate? Yet there will come a time when you must raise these issues and, ideally, this should be before any
problems arise. The Essential Family Guide to Caring for Older People is the ultimate source of information and help for
families with care responsibilities. Deborah Stone draws on her extensive experience working in elder care to offer
practical advice on every aspect of the field indepth. Topics range from how to get help immediately, legal information,
care funding options, a guide to useful technology and advice on the main physical and mental health issues that affect
older people. Plus guidance is given on dealing with social services and ensuring you choose the right care for your
situations. Crucially, the book also offers help on how to cope as a carer with practical advice on juggling family, work
and your caring responsibilities while looking after yourself.
This guide looks at Global Positioning Systems from the perspective of those who are having to deal with the effects of
new technology on ship operation and management. The navigation community now has full uninterrupted access to
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GPS, underlining the importance of satellite communications and satellite navigation in the marine industries.
The weeks following the attacks of September 11, 2001, were traumatic for nearly every American, but for some, the
answers they received from the media and the government to explain the horrific events was not satisfactory.
Accusations of cover-ups, internal plots, and sabotage from within the ranks of the U.S. government were—and continue
to be—not uncommon. But compelling evidence contrary to the accepted narrative has, for some skeptics, been lacking.
This investigation into the events of that day reveals dark secrets about United States–sponsored terrorism. Taking highly
complex technical and scientific information, and distilling it for the consumption of the lay person, this inquiry attempts to
reveal the truth behind that infamous day.
This best-selling reference guide contains the most reliable and up-to-date material on launch programs in Brazil, China,
Europe, India, Israel, Japan, Russia, Ukraine, and the United States. Packed with illustrations and figures, the third
edition has been extensively updated and expanded, and offers a quick and easy data retrieval source for policymakers,
planners, engineers, launch buyers, and students.
The quick way to learn Windows 10 This is learning made easy. Get more done quickly with Windows 10. Jump in
wherever you need answers--brisk lessons and colorful screenshots show you exactly what to do, step by step. Discover
fun and functional Windows 10 features! Work with the new, improved Start menu and Start screen Learn about different
sign-in methods Put the Cortana personal assistant to work for you Manage your online reading list and annotate articles
with the new browser, Microsoft Edge Help safeguard your computer, your information, and your privacy Manage
connections to networks, devices, and storage resources
This book serves as a comprehensive guide for using a Nexstar Evolution mount with WiFi SkyPortal control, walking the
reader through the process for aligning and operating the system from a tablet or smartphone. The next generation GoTo mount from Celestron, this is compatible not only with the Nextstar Evolution but also with older mounts. It is the ideal
resource for anyone who owns, or is thinking of owning, a Nexstar Evolution telescope, or adapting their existing
Celestron mount. Pros and cons of the system are thoroughly covered with a critical depth that addresses any possible
question by users. Beginning with a brief history of Go-To telescopes and the genesis of this still new technology, the
author covers every aspect of the newly expanding capability in observing. This includes the associated Sky Portal
smartphone and tablet application, the transition from the original Nexstar GoTo system to the new SkyPortal system, the
use of the Sky Portal application with its Sky Safari 4 basic software and Celestron WiFi adaptations, and discussions on
the use of SkyPortal application using the Celestron adapter on older Celestron mounts. Comments and
recommendations for equipment enable the reader to successfully use and appreciate the new WiFi capability without
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becoming overwhelmed. Extensively illustrated using actual screenshots from the program interface, this is the only
guide to the Nextstar SkyPortal an observer will need.
Master IT hardware and software installation, configuration, repair, maintenance, and troubleshooting and fully prepare
for the CompTIA® A+ Core 1 (220-1001) and Core 2 (220-1002) exams. This is your all-in-one, real-world, full-color
guide to connecting, managing, and troubleshooting modern devices and systems in authentic IT scenarios. Its thorough
instruction built on the CompTIA A+ Core 1 (220-1001) and Core 2 (220-1002) exam objectives includes coverage of
Windows 10, Mac, Linux, Chrome OS, Android, iOS, cloud-based software, mobile and IoT devices, security, Active
Directory, scripting, and other modern techniques and best practices for IT management. Award-winning instructor Cheryl
Schmidt also addresses widely-used legacy technologies—making this the definitive resource for mastering the tools and
technologies you’ll encounter in real IT and business environments. Schmidt’s emphasis on both technical and soft
skills will help you rapidly become a well-qualified, professional, and customer-friendly technician. LEARN MORE
QUICKLY AND THOROUGHLY WITH THESE STUDY AND REVIEW TOOLS: Learning Objectives and chapter opening
lists of CompTIA A+ Certification Exam Objectives make sure you know exactly what you’ll be learning, and you cover all
you need to know Hundreds of photos, figures, and tables present information in a visually compelling full-color design
Practical Tech Tips provide real-world IT tech support knowledge Soft Skills best-practice advice and team-building
activities in every chapter cover key tools and skills for becoming a professional, customer-friendly technician Review
Questions—including true/false, multiple choice, matching, fill-in-the-blank, and open-ended questions—carefully assess
your knowledge of each learning objective Thought-provoking activities help students apply and reinforce chapter
content, and allow instructors to “flip” the classroom if they choose Key Terms identify exam words and phrases
associated with each topic Detailed Glossary clearly defines every key term Dozens of Critical Thinking Activities take
you beyond the facts to deeper understanding Chapter Summaries recap key concepts for more efficient studying
Certification Exam Tips provide insight into the certification exam and preparation process
Is your Chromebook proving difficult to navigate? Do you wish to learn mouth-watering tricks on your Chromebook? If
your answers to the above questions is YES then this Chromebook Manual for Beginners is truly yours. It contains easy
to follow step-by-step instructions, exclusive details and concise points that would help you become a pro user in record
time. In this manual, you will discover how to: Set up google account Set up and personalize your Chromebook Navigate
your Chromebook with touchpad gestures Health tips for same usage of your Chromebook Troubleshoot common
problems Transfer file from one device to another 20+ shortcut tips for your Chromebook Use Google Docs and many
more The advantage of this book over other Chromebook manuals in the market is that this book simplifies every
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information for anyone to understand. Why not get this user guide for Chromebook today?!
Road maps are accompanied by information on federally-designated routes and trucking restrictions.
The new edition of this easy-to-use guide, updated by the experienced walker and outdoor navigation expert Clive
Thomas, uses non-technical language to introduce you to choosing and using a GPS receiver to enhance leisure walking
and to participate in geocaching. This fully updated edition uses the new Garmin eTrex 10 model to explain the basic
principles and step-by-step functionality of using GPS or walking and geocaching. It includes everything you need to
know, with expert tips, reliable advice, valuable information and practical guidance. The guide includes: how a GPS
functions; how to navigate using a GPS; its practical uses when walking; and an extended chapter on how to geocache
with your GPS. This is the perfect introduction to GPS, digital maps and geocaching.
Faster, more powerful, and great camera are the words Apple used to describe Apple's improved features and the
extremely easy usability of the 8th generation Apple iPad. This book was written to address curiosity. Find out by letting
users know her key features, from getting started, ditching boxing to the many apps available with the Apple iPad 8th
generation, physically introduced by Apple as the great iPad. beautiful with a 10.2-inch Retina display, "A12 Bionic chip
with Neural Engine", Wi-Fi, Cellular and GPS, described as capable of combining incredible capabilities with unmatched
ease of use to complete mission. This iOS device with 32GB of memory and 3GB RAM is the brand improvement of the
next-generation Apple iPad line with the 8MP rear camera and 1.2MP FaceTime HD; It is expected to provide users with
up to 10 hours of battery life. As expected, this device comes with new capabilities and designs; and therefore, the user
needs to know and be able to master the specifics that come with it. like the new iPad generation. With this tutorial, you
will learn more about how you can conveniently set up and use every useful function that comes with it, so you don't
need to ask a friend to help you define a certain function. Simply because you are not looking for it where you think it
should be. Some of the major things you will learn in this book include: How to get started with the iPad 8th generation
Learning the basics about this IOS device Using the numerous apps Using your iPad with iPhone, Mac, iPod, PC, etc
Using the apple pay And understanding the general behaviors of various applications and functions
Reinforce students' geographical understanding throughout their course; clear topic summaries with sample questions
and answers help students improve their exam technique and achieve their best. Written by a teacher with extensive
examining experience, this guide: - Helps students identify what they need to know with a concise summary of the topics
examined at AS and A-level - Consolidates understanding through assessment tips and knowledge-check questions Offers opportunities for students to improve their exam technique by consulting sample graded answers to exam-style
questions - Develops independent learning and research skills - Provides the content students need to produce their own
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revision notes
Michigan is one of the best states in the nation for flyfishing, and Jon Osborn's all-new Flyfisher's Guide to Michigan
details the outstanding fishing opportunities like no other guidebook on the market. The author covers the hot spots and
lesser known fisheries with personal experiences, historical overviews, effective techniques for both warmwater and
coldwater species and resident and anadromous species, stocking data, appropriate gear and flies, access points,
nearby fly shops, approximate float times and much more. Photographer Hunter Brumels provides the visuals that paint
the full picture of the fishing in this incredible state. With bonus coverage of nearby watering holes, anglers will have
everything they need for many memorable days. From mainstays like the Au Sable, Pere Marquette, Muskegon and
Manistee rivers to hidden gems like the Rabbit and Red Cedar rivers, Osborn has put in the river-time so that you can get
down to business. Many more forks and tributaries are covered, including trout, steelhead, salmon, bass and pike
fisheries. This book comes standard with Wilderness Adventures Press' precise and detailed full-color maps, with GPS
coordinates for all access points, boat ramps, and parking areas, along with access roads, public land and more. As Lefty
once said: "If someone can't find locations from these maps - they need to stay home." Whether you're a veteran fly
angler or new to the sport, get an edge with this all-new guidebook.
The Sedona hiking trail system is constantly changing. Great Sedona Hikes, Third Edition, is the most up-to-date Sedona
hiking guide available. And unlike other books printed in China which can result in long delays in incorporating changes,
we keep Great Sedona Hikes Third Edition up-to-date by constantly hiking the trails and updating our book For example,
updates were incorporated as recently as April, 2015. Our book is printed in the U.S. and our print-on-demand format
allows us to quickly make necessary revisions to the trail maps and descriptions so you are assured of having the most
up-to-date information on the trails. This Third Edition is a complete update and expansion of Great Sedona Hikes,
Second Edition. It now includes 60 of Sedona's greatest hikes and includes many new photos, updated trail descriptions,
more-detailed maps including cumulative ascent data and trail elevation profiles. It includes QR Code Technology with
links to many additional color photos for each of the included hikes. Why settle for only 10 hikes? Our top 12 favorite
Sedona hikes are featured among the best 60 hikes in the Sedona area. The trails are organized by level of difficulty
(easy, easy to moderate, moderate, hard). The trails are also organized by feature: trails suitable for hiking after a
rainstorm trails that provide shade for summer hiking trails that lead to vortexes trails near water and trails leading to
arches This organization is great so you can choose the perfect hike for your Sedona adventure. Great Sedona Hikes,
Third Edition contains specific directions and mileage to the trailheads, comprehensive trail descriptions complete with
GPS waypoints, and colorful commentary about 60 of the most striking trails, including many trails not found in any other
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hiking guides. The individual trail maps are based on actual GPS "tracks." For those who new to hiking, we have included
hiking tips, Sedona weather information, sunrise/sunset data, and parking pass requirements to help you plan your hikes.
In addition, you'll find a section containing descriptions of several of Sedona's most scenic drives, with detailed directions,
to help you enjoy the beauty of the red rocks when you aren't hiking. The authors are Sedona residents who have hiked
these trails multiple times along with other good trails that didn't make the cut for inclusion among the 60 Great Sedona
Hikes. When you are in Sedona, we invite you to contact us at hikebook@greatsedonahikes.com and perhaps go on a
hike together. For your maximum enjoyment and safety, be sure to carry an up-to-date hiking guide while on the trails -Great Sedona Hikes, Third Edition.
“Collaborative Product and Service Life Cycle Management for a Sustainable World” gathers together papers from the
15th ISPE International Conference on Concurrent Engineering (CE2008), to stimulate the new thinking that is so crucial
to our sustained productivity enhancement and quality of life. It is already evident in this new century that the desire for
sustainable development is increasingly driving the market to reach for new and innovative solutions that more effectively
utilize the resources we have inherited from previous generations; with the obvious responsibility to future generations.
Human productivity and progress can be positively engineered and managed in harmony with the provision and needs of
our natural environment. One century on from the industrial revolution, this is now the time of the sustainable revolution;
requiring holistic technological, process and people integrated solutions to sustained socio-economic enhancement.
PLEASE NOTE: The paperback version of this book is printed with a full-color cover, and a black-and-white interior. UPDATE JULY 2014:
Samsung Galaxy Note 3: The 100% Unofficial User Guide now includes the entirety of my new book, The 50 All-Time Best Android Apps,
100% FREE! (Chapter 10). UPDATE FEB 2014: Now includes a chapter on the Android 4.4.2 KitKat OS update! Samsung Galaxy Note 3:
The 100% Unofficial User Guide is your comprehensive guide to the Note 3. If you are a brand new Android user and you don't know the Play
Store from the App Drawer, this book will teach you from first principles. If you're an experienced user, this book will help you unlock the full
potential of the Note 3. Samsung Galaxy Note 3: The 100% Unofficial User Guide contains hundreds of tips & tricks and tutorials, such as:
Sending Text Messages And Picture Messages Using Smart Stabilization/Night Mode To Improve Photo Quality Taking Panoramic Shots
Navigating Using The GPS Protecting Yourself From Malware And Viruses How To Try Paid Apps For Free Using Google Now Customizing
Your Wallpaper S Pen Features The Difference Between S Beam, Android Beam, Wi-Fi Direct, DLNA, And NFC Pairing With Bluetooth
Devices Such As A Headset Or Car Stereo Rooting Your Note 3 Blocking Ads With AdAway Removing Bloatware ... and much more!
BONUS: Buy the paperback edition, and you'll get the Kindle edition absolutely FREE through Kindle MatchBook! Why delay at this price?
Scroll up and click "Buy Now," and start taking advantage of everything your Note 3 has to offer--today.
Faster, more powerful, and great camera are the words Apple used to describe Apple's improved features and the extremely easy usability of
the 8th generation Apple iPad. This book was written to address curiosity. Find out by letting users know her key features, from getting
started, ditching boxing to the many apps available with the Apple iPad 8th generation, physically introduced by Apple as the great iPad.
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beautiful with a 10.2-inch Retina display, "A12 Bionic chip with Neural Engine", Wi-Fi, Cellular and GPS, described as capable of combining
incredible capabilities with unmatched ease of use to complete mission. This iOS device with 32GB of memory and 3GB RAM is the brand
improvement of the next-generation Apple iPad line with the 8MP rear camera and 1.2MP FaceTime HD; It is expected to provide users with
up to 10 hours of battery life. As expected, this device comes with new capabilities and designs; and therefore, the user needs to know and
be able to master the specifics that come with it. like the new iPad generation. With this tutorial, you will learn more about how you can
conveniently set up and use every useful function that comes with it, so you don't need to ask a friend to help you define a certain function.
Simply because you are not looking for it where you think it should be. Some of the major things you will learn in this book include: How to get
started with the iPad 8th generation Learning the basics about this IOS device Using the numerous apps Using your iPad with iPhone, Mac,
iPod, PC, etc Using the apple pay And understanding the general behaviors of various applications and functions.
From the Center for Strategic and International Studies comes a report on U.S. military use of satellites in space as a way to maintain
"information superiority." They explore possible ways to encourage the building of satellite infrastructure by U.S. companies and examine the
military's response to opponents' use of satellite imagery and other satellite information. They argue that current technology transfer
restrictions are actually hurting the U.S. satellite companies, leading to a satellite gap. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland,
OR
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